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                           SSAA Newcastle Range Directions 

From the South 

Drive North on the Pacific Highway over Hexham Bridge 7.2klms toward Raymond 

Terrace. 

At the Roundabout, on the approach to Raymond Terrace stay on the Pacific Highway 

(Raymond Terrace bypass) continuing North for 13.6klms to the Italia Road 

intersection. 

Turn left into Italia Road and follow this road for 8.5klms until it intersects with East 

Seaham Road. 

Turn right into East Seaham Road; stay on this road as it changes from Tar 1.5klms to 

gravel 2.1klms 

Turn right into the Range through a set of white gates , which is flanked by Red Flags , 

close the gates behind you , drive up to a suitable unobstructive parking place and head 

for the Range Hut , which is the large brick building that looks like a house .. 

 



 

From the North 

 

Drive South 12kms on the Pacific Hwy from Karuah, past the turn off to Medowie on 

the left, another 2.2kms to the Italia Road turn off on the right. 

 

Turn right into Italia Road and follow this road for 8.5 kms until it intersects with East 

Seaham Road, where you turn right into East Seaham Road.  

 

Stay on East Seaham Road as it changes from tar to gravel, 1.5kms later, and after 

2.1kms of gravel, turn right into the range through a set of white gates, which is flanked 

by red flags. 

 

Close the gates behind you, drive up to a suitable parking place and head for the Range 

Hut, which is the brick building that looks like a house. 

 

 

Using these directions, in conjunction a suitable road map should get you to the Range 

without too much trouble. 

 

 

A Range Calender is also available for download from this site. 

 

GPS Coordinates  

Datum Point: GDA (Geocentric Datum of Australia) 

UTM:             56H 384305   6389898 


